
The Future of Outdoor Entertainment



Multiple pixel 
pitches available.

Ultra-quiet lift 
mechanism.

Custom enclosure 
options available.

Introducing Stealth Patio Theater (SPT)
SPT is a complete outdoor cinematic 
entertainment solution combining large format 
ultra-bright, motorized LED screens with Stealth 
Acoustics’ award-winning outdoor speaker 
and amplifier technologies - all to create a 
unique and fun outdoor movie experience.

SPT is available in virtually unlimited configurations 
to meet the exact needs of your outdoor 
space, including fully-customized systems 
designed, engineered and detailed by Stealth.

The Envy of the Neighborhood
Entertainment lifestyles are moving out-
of-doors and SPT systems are specifically 
designed for outdoor use, reliably reproducing 
vibrant images even in broad daylight. 

SPT provides dynamic, full-range, multi-channel 
surround sound to recreate the movie theater 
experience in your backyard. Stealth’s award-
winning outdoor StingRay™ loudspeakers and 
subwoofers coupled with Stealth amplification 
and Digital Signal Processing provide realistic and 
highly-immersive cinematic sound reproduction.

Super bright LED 
screen designed 
for maximum 
visibility – even 
in full daylight.

Weatherized 
assembly.



Stealth 
Environmental 
Speakers and 

Amplifiers 
included.

Fully scalable 
LED screen 

can be built to 
almost any size.

Impressive Engineering and Hardware
Stealth Patio Theater’s rugged outdoor LED 
screens are custom-built to order in the 
required sizes, resolutions and brightness’s 
using the latest in advanced LED screen 
technology and control software. 

SPT custom screen enclosures are 
engineered to fill functional, environmental 
and aesthetic goals. Enclosure options 
range from above-ground cabinets to 

subterranean vaults 
and may be built to 
match existing outdoor 
décor or to disappear 
into the environment. 

World-class motorized 
lifts cause SPT to 
magically and quietly 
rise from its enclosure 
and retract safely for 
storage, adding to 
integration elegance 
and excitement.
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Flexible System Architecture
SPT is highly scalable and flexible. Using standards-based 
technologies, coupled with Stealth’s proprietary designs, SPT 
incorporates a custom system processor which provides 
system configuration and media playback from an internal 

BluRay disc player, local / network digital files and cloud 
content via Stealth’s dedicated media player software. SPT 
is easily expandable to accommodate any legacy content 
sources and is compatible with all major control systems.




